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WAR IN THE GULF ENDS
University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211

Volume 81, Issue 14

Campus Rabbi Justifies
Defeating Iraq
By Justin Levy
Staff Writer
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The Middle East is a sensitive re
gion and as a result of its many wars,
it's always changing politically, eco
nomically and militarily. The current
war in the gulf is being interpreted
differently by all countries involved. In
an attempt to better understand one key
player's role, Israel, Rabbi Richard
Shapiro from Temple Israel shares his
thoughts.
"Though war should always be
avoided wheneverpossible, war can be
just, necessary and called for," said
Shapiro. He says to turn away from evil
is a definite wrong in the JudeoChristian way of life. Shapiro says itis
the United States' and the United Na
tions' moral obligation to stand up
against Iraq's aggression.
Israel's support for the coalition's
decision's remains high. Shapiro says
that Hussein's attempt of linking Iraq's
invasion of Kuwait with Israel's occu
pation of the West Bank "is outrageous
and ethically irresponsible." He ex
plains that due to the geographical lo
cation of the West Bank, a Palestinian
occupation would be a major threat to

the security and future of the state of
Israel. Shapiro says that "as soon as the
Palestinians show they are not a threat
to Israel, peace will be made in some
form."
Concerning Israel's military, he says
the country "will respond with force
only when it is truly in threat." Shapiro
points out that the Jewish State has
historically responded in a thought out
process, not in an act of revenge. He
says that Jews throughout the world
continue to support the cause of Israel
in the face of adversity.
In an interview Shapiro did with the
Stockton Record, he spoke about the
moral issues involved with this war.
"Somemayarguelegitimately that there
is no justification possible for war in
the gulf. But there is an equally de
fensible and religiously responsible
view that states that the use of force is
morally justified and that refraining
from the use of force may well be an
abdication of the moral and ethical
obligation not to go unopposed and not
to stand idly by while another bleeds."
Shapiro is a member of the UOP
faculty as well as being involved with
several student clubs including the
Jewish Students Organization (The
Hillel Foundation) here on campus.

UOP reservists who have been called
Eric Haskins
Martin Raphael

J-J

Robert W. Morrison
Alan E.Kersey

If you wish to write to these reservists contact the
Pacjfjcan for,their mailing addresses
* This is a partial list of the total number of reservists serving from UOP

Black History
Month Celebrated

Study abroad continues
despite wartime worries
By Cindy Lake
Staff Writer

Members of the African Student Union celebrate in style

By Ben Goorin
News Editor
Last weekend, members of the
African American Student Union
(AASU) celebrated Black History
Month with an all day cultural fair in
the McCaffrey Center. Cheryl Kilo,
president of AASU says the union,
"brings together African Americans
on a campus that's predominantly
Caucasian."
Music, dancing, ethnic food, arts

and crafts and games were some of
the attractions held last weekend.
Prominent black leaders were also
displayed as a way to recognize black
history.
The group says it organizes vari
ous types of functions and brings black
speakers to campus. The union does
"anything that the students want which
will help bring us together," said Kilo.
Kilo says that AASU is interested in,
"letting African.Americans know that
'there is a place to go where we all are
together."

Tricia Bowman wasstudying in the
Soviet Union last fall and was traveling
in Europe when tensions in the Middle
East were heating up. It was in Germany
where Tricia met up with her traveling
companion Liesl Inouye.Together, they
went to Morocco to begin theirsemester
abroad under UOP's Office of Inter
national Programs. A couple of days
after arriving, both Tricia and Liesel
received a phone call from theprogram
leader stationed in Morocco advising
them to pack their bags.
Tricia describes that phone call as
threatening. She said the leader of the
program in Morocco scared us by telling
us we are in danger. The pair immedi
ately flew toEngland,when they would
shortly discover that their program had
officially been cancelled. Tricia said
her parents were scared to death and
wanted her home.
After returning to UOP to begin
their spring semester in Stockton, both
Tricia and Liesl couldn't help but feel
disappointed.They had always dreamed
of studying Arab culture abroad.
Despite these two incidents, the
Office of International Programs says

U.S. Postmaster
General drops in
By Dawn Dooley

Professor examines the history of U.S.
involvement in the Middle East

Month

it is functioning well, but has made
some minor adjustments in its agenda.
Each program has advised its students
of extra safety measures they should
take while abroad. Patricia Little, di
rector of the Office of International
Programs keeps a file of precautions
and writes to all the students abroad
advising them of specific travel and
common sense guidelines.
Only threeprograms werecancelled
forthe semester that were thought tobe
unsafe for the students. Israel (which is
rarely experienced by UOP students),
Peru and Morocco.
Aside from these, the programs
continue on as usual with discretions
being advised. Little says that "all
programs are safe for the students."
Even with the crisis in the gulf,
there are 180differentabroadprograms
still being offered atUOP. Surprisingly,
studentinterestshavebeen spurred with
the current world issue. According to
Little, applications are up for studying
abroad. She said, students are taking
advantage of going "abroad at a time
that is very historic and wonderful."

Staff Writer

One and a half million new addresses
are added every year. Frank attributes
this increase to the rate of divorce,
saying, "I see two postal stops when
there was one before."
What does the future hold for the
Postal Service? The plan is to continue

Anthony M. Frank, the 69th Post
master General of The United States,
spoke at the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
last Thursday evening as part of the
Pacific Business Forum.
years ago. These included the mainte Johnson administration due to thesitu military force in internationalpolitics,"
Frank said that the Postal Service is
By Charlynn Graves
nance of Israel,preserving access to the ations that arose in Southeast Asia and said Klunk.
evaluating its efficiency for the first
Staff Writer
Klunk's presentation wasconcluded time in its 215-year history. Currently,
oil supply and most importantly, con the Vietnam War.
Klunk continued with the Nixon with a summary of how President Bush more than 80% of all letters mailed
In response to the growing con taining the spread of communism in
and Ford administration saying that is handling the war. 'To prevent every within the U.S arrives on time. Frank
order
to
avoid
contact
with
the
Soviets.
cerns of the war, the Bechtel Interna
TheTruman administration wasthe "Nixon believed the U.S. couldn't af thing from going to hell, we needed wants to raise this percentage into the
tional Center is hosting a four week
first to become concerned with the ford many interventions like Vietnam improved relations with Iran," said upper 90's percentile.
seriesof presentations and firesidechats
and therefore, the relations became Klunk. He believed that Bush started
U.S. Postmaster General
Akeyissueaddressed at the Forum,
titled "Crisis in the Middle East: The Soviet involvement in theMiddle East.
Klunk said, "Congress agreed to ap more important than actual involve outon therightfooL In Bush'sinaugural attended by over 250 people, was the
Human Face."
speech, Klunk said the president told increase in the first class postal rate
ment."
using automation and technology to
Dr. Brian Klunk, assistantprofessor prove theTruman Doctrinein response
In October 1973, the U.S. "bailed the American people that the U.S must from 25 cents to 29 cents, which went cut costs. The new technology will
to the scare of the spread of commu
of political science at UOP, began the
out Israel and it became increasingly improve its foreign relations. Klunk into effect on Feb. 3. Public response read the address and print a corre
first presentation this past Thursday nism into Turkey."
During the Eisenhower adminis urgent to maintain stability in the Middle said that at that time, the public eye was has labeled 29 cents as dumb. Frank sponding bar code in the lower right
night. Klunk's presentation, "A His
hand comer which would expedite the
tration, Klunk noted that "containment East to avoid direct contact with the on other things.
responded, "I think it's dumb too!"
tory of U.S.involvement in the Middle
"The
U.S.
has
had
a
relatively
short
Soviet
Union,"
said
Klunk.
sorting
process. The only change asked
to communism became globalized and
The 15%increasewasdecidedupon
Fast;' was a detailed review from
involvement
in
the
Middle
Eastern
According
to
Klunk,
President
of
the
public
is to use all capital letters
treaty arrangements demonstrated the
by thepostal rate commission on which
President Truman's administration to
countries
compared
to
other
countries,"
Carter
lead
the
U.S
involvement
to
the
when
writing
the address.
U.S. commitment to contain Soviet
Frank hasn't any say on. He says,
President Bush's administration today.
said
Klunk.
He
also
stated
that
because
level
that
it
is
now.
"Carter
was
like
Also,
new
vehicles are being de
however, that the increase came after
Klunk stated that there were three expansion."
of
this
factor,
the
U.S
has
little
experi
Reagan.
They
both
thought
that
there
signed
to
transport
the mail. The ve
three years and asks,"Why would we
Middle Eastern relations were put
specific reasons why the U.S. first be
ence
or
expertise
on
the
Middle
East
needed
to
be
a
more
willing
use
of
hicles
are
expected
to
last for 24 years
be exempt from inflation? We're as
aside throughout the Kennedy and
came interested in the Middle East
and
will
be
able
to
run
on natural gas.
subject as anyone else." He adds, "29
are
expected
by 1995.
cents is an incredible bargain if the These changes
The
Pacific
Business
Forum
is a
service is good."
speaker
series
presented
jointly
by
As Postmaster General, Frank
UOP's
School
of
Business
and
Public
overseesaservice with756,000workers
By Michael Tar
judge. According to Meredith, this is just and a $40 billion annual budget. The Administration and its student associa
Assistant News Editor
the beginning.
Postal Service is the largest private tion. The Forum brings leaders from
The focus one week was on body employer of the country.
business and government to UOP to
"A laboratory in personal space" is
language. Guest speakers were a "belly
As an independent federal agency, discuss contemporary issues related to
how Dr.Lawrence Meredith of the Reli
dancer", male stripper, Communication the Postal Service is the prime instru management, public policy and busi
gious Studies department describes Re
professor, and mime. Students analyzed ment of communication in the country. ness effectiveness.
ligion of theBody, a course he is teaching
how the four presenters communicated
for the first time in two years.
with their audiences on the non-verbal
Religion of the Body isan exploration
level.
into the human body and society s per
The class is currently discussing genceptions of it. Topics discussed include
do1 differences. Going beyond the obvi
sexual variance, different views on Cre
ous, the focus has been on how the sexes Presidential candidates stand seperate
2
ation, substance abuse, and healing.
perceive their bodies differently and how
The course explores some sensitive
3
this affects our relationships. A recent Placement officers predict lousy job market
material and controversial issues.. "It is
lecture featured a transsexual as guest
.,
, : UPWIPHHH
controversial... we're dealing with some Dr.\s
A vote against popularity
4
Meredith discusses feminism with students after class
speaker.
pretty volatile issues."says Meredith.
Whilestudents from liberalareas have
abortion can be better understood by all.
Ethics in the Gulf headlines
5
Meredith explains in detail what will as involvingas possible."It'swhatlcame
no
problem
with this, for some it's anew
"College
is
an
arena
of
freedom,
a
com
to
college
for."
said
one
student
"It's
be presented in lectures and what will be
experience. "You could teach the class in Get involved: student clubs on campus
munity of real inquiring."
6
expected of students on the first day of high-powered.Whenlwas in high school,
Connecticut no problem," said Russ
While
a
business
class
may
have
I
thought
that
all
college
classes
were
like
class, suggesting that anyone not fully
7
someone from the professional world Johnson, sophomore, "but a lot of the Magnificent music, military style
prepared to participateshould not take the this." saidAaron Brown,junior. Meredith
visitors would get the.... beat out of them.
visit
the
speakers
from
this
class
are
a
bit
says,"I think that's what college ought to
course.
different In the five lectures that have Maybe I have to open my mind up, but Lady Tigers possible contender for Big West.8
Using the personal experiences of be about I'vealways felt that it's a place
to get it all out there in the open,"so that been held so far, guests have included an that's why I'm taking the class."
Sandoz takes last swing at senior season
9
guest speakers, Meredith does what he
orthopedic surgeon, a transsexual, and a
can to make every lecture and discussion these issues ranging from femenism to

"Twenty-nine
cents is an
incredible bargain
if the service is
good."
— Anthony Frank

Religion of the Body is back

This Week
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Presidential candidates
stand drastically separate
Campaign becomes dirty as opponents attack adversaries' image
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1189 East March Lane, Stockton

STUDEm
John Carmlchael

Greg McDonnell

Donovan MacCleod

By Monica Yadegar

the financial aid office, MacCleod said,
"I am tired of turning in the same form
over and over again and having it lost in
an administrative black hole." He said
that ASUOP needs to expand its pro
grams to encompass students' needs
rather than "tip-toeing around them."
Some of thechangesMacCleod has
in mind, however,seem too radical for
some. Carmichael is concerned about
MacCleod's image."I'm alittle worried
that people are not going to be re
sponsive to someone who comes off
half-cocked." He said hewonders what
can be done to "polish that presenta
tion, if elected, instead of continuing to
be volatile and hostile...because I think
that can be damaging."
Carmichael said his attire and atti
tude is more complimentary to his po
sition as student body president, "I
dress in a way that will be accessible to
the students, I act in a way I think
represents a lot of people."
Reciting his plans for the future,
Carmichael pledges to further tackle

the broadening of UOP's exposure by
encouraging UPBEAT to bring "topnotch" acts, pursuing a recruitment
program which directly involves the
students, and having more contacts with
state and local press.
McDonnell said he represents a
more restructured student government
and a much neededdirect communica
tion line. "One of the bases of ASUOP
has been to assume what the students
want, instead, we need to go out to the
students and ask them what they want.
We don't need a figurehead here, we
need a student leader," he said.
Criticizing his opponents,
McDonnell said, "John has made
statements such as 'a year of progress'
as part of his platform. I'd like to see
that progress." He also accused
MacCleod for being too much of a non
conformist. "Donovan, in all hisefforts
to proclaim his self-identity, I think he
has lost point that he needs to have a
platform, there needs to be some pur
pose behind what you are running for."

Senior Staff Writer

And By Ben Goorin
News Editor

The candidates for the1991ASUOP
Presidential elections look radically
different. John Carmichael is continu
ing his professional image by appear
ing confident and collected. Donovan
MacCleod is much more casual in his
approach, but is demanding radical
change. Greg McDonnell fits some
where in the middle and hasa lot to say
about his opponents' faults.
In a debate held on Tuesday,
MacCleod said he represents"a change
versus the status quo." MacCleod com
pared ASUOP to the Jungle Ride at
Disneyland, "It's on a track that is
going to the same place over and over
again.
MacCleod said he wants to face the
administration directly. Referring to

plans in the works to invite a'variety
of speakers tofuture meetings and to
visit law school campuses.
Meetings are held every other
Tues. at 8 p.m. in Weber 101. The
next meeting is on March 5.

posted by Public Safety

On Friday, Feb. 22 at approxi
mately 11:05 p.m., a student re
ported that three black males
jumped out of the bushes on the
northwest side of Khoury Hall
and tried to steal the pull-out car
stereo that he was carrying. The
student fought with the men re
fusing to give up his stereo which
resulted in his clothing being torn
when he was thrown to the ground.
The suspects fled from the area in
an unknown direction.

Law Club
Formed
by Susan Reiser
Guest Writer

Over 40 students representing
many different majors turned out
to the first Law Club meeting last
Tuesday. The Law Club is a brand
new organization forming at UOP
and is open for anyone with an
interest in legal affairs,
John Furth,attomey-at-law for
the international law firm Baker
& McKenzie, spoke at the first
meeting. He said thatat most major
law firms, only one out of every
eight people hired out of law
school is destined to become a
partner someday. He also said that
when he worked as a corporate
lawyer for Chevron, he person
ally tended to hire those who
demonstrated the ability and
dedication for hard work rather
than simply looking at where they
had graduated from.
The Law Clubhas been formed
under the advisement of Professor
Laurie Lichter-Heath. There are

UOP Debate
TeamTakes
Second Place
in Tourna
ment
The UOP "Debating Tigers" re
cently won second place overall and
third place in junior team debate at
the Steven Collins Invitational hosted
by Modesto Community College,
Feb. 8-10.

Summer
Jobs Available
Submitted by the Career
Planning & Placement Center

What are your plans for the sum
mer? Would youlike to work at Mount
McKinley National Park in the Inte
rior of Alaska? Or how about spend
ing the summer at Snow Mountain
Ranch in the Colorado Rockies? Or
perhaps you would like to stay a little
closer and work in Northern Califor
nia in the Sierras.
Sample job openings are for Pro
gram Directors, Cabin Leaders,
Councilors, Activity Specialists, Adm inistrative Assistants, Kitchen Staff
and Waterfront Personnel.
The Career Planning & Place
ment Center has hundreds of job list
ings for summer work in National
Parks, Private Camps and Theme
Parks to select from. Deadlines,
however, for some are approaching
quickly.
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Drug Aware
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March 4 - 8 marks a national
effort to promote abstinence from
drugs and alcohol. UOP, under
the ROAD program has activities
planned for the entire week.
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OFF
Fried Chicken

Tuesday — ROADside Pub
"Happy Hour" 5 p.m. to 7 p.m. at
the Summit, featuring the "Road
side Pub" (non-alcoholic bar) and
hors d'oeuvres.
Wednesday — Movie "Drug
store Cowboy" 6:30 p.m. and 9:00
p.m. Free popcorn for all that at
tend and a discussion period re
garding drug and alcohol concerns
after each showing for those who
want to participate.

D.C. 1258

WITH THIS COUPON

8-Piece Combo Box, Regular
Retail $5.99. We Use 100% Canola Oil
One coupon per customer please. This coupon valid Feburary
27,1991 thru March 5,1991, at your Safeway Store located at
1189 East March Lane, Stockton only.

Thursday— "Nooner," fea
turing San Francisco comedian,
Don McMillan at the McCafferey
Center Patio Area. Speaker and
live skit. At the McCaffery Center
Theater beginning at 6:30 p.m.
George Feicht, Coordinator of the
San Joaquin County Drug and Al
cohol Program will speak with an
opening skit
performed by
"Friday Night Life."

100% Pure
Orange Juice
Bel-air, Chilled,
1/2 Gallon

Friday —"Let's Get Busy"
Dance. Located at Calison Dining
Hall 9 p.m. - 1 a.m. Admission
Free.
The ROAD Table will be
available Monday through Friday
with information concerning the
ROAD Program and upcoming
activities. The Table will be lo
cated in the McCafferey Center
Patio area.
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California students' tuition rises 40 percent
AN FRANCISCO, Calif. (CPS)—In what was perhaps the biggest single
Board of Regents voted Feb. 15 to raise in-state "registration fees" by 40 percent
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*"rst-year student alcohol use rises nationwide
(CPS) Nearly all first-year collegians drink heavily, and frequently "binge"
cm five or more drinks at one sitting at least once every other week, a new study by
Harvard s School of Public Health contends.
, 7716 Sfudy of 1,669 students 3180 found they used less marijuana, cocaine and
tobacco than first-year students interviewed in a similar 1977 study.

Campuses start to unveil tuition hikes for next fall
(CPS) Officials at several colleges quietly announced tuition hikes during the
holiday season, when campuses were virtually depopulated.
At Peninsula College in Pot Angeles, Washington, President Paul Cornaby
announced tuition next fall would rise by 9 percent for in-state students.
Oni Dec. 11, Seattle Pacific University announced a price hike of 7 percent,
tyhich administrators forecast to be lower than the increase in the1990Consumer
Price Index (CPI)." The CPI, however, rose by less than 5 percent in 1990.
A suiprise mid-year tuition hike of $300, however, prompted about 20 City
University of New York students to sit-in at a campus library Dec. 20.

Drive to make campuses
smoke-free gains ground
Plus CA
Redemption
Value
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(CPS)—Drives to make U.S. cam
puses absolutely smoke-free picked up
speed in recent weeks as one state
mulled forcing its campuses to stop
investing in tobacco companies and
another college banned smoking.
As of Feb. 1, students could no
longer use—or even buy—tobacco
products on the University ofPittsburgh
campus.
Two weeks earlier, California's top
health official urged the state's biggest
campuses to sell off their investments
in tobacco companies.
In his Jan. 15 letter to Stanford
University and to the Universities of
California and Southern California,
state Health Services Dept. Director
Dr. Kenneth Kizer said it made no
sense for them to invest in tobacco
companies while the state spends $150
million on an anti-smoking campaign.
Most colleges and universitiesinvest
their donations and endowment funds
in various kinds of stocks.
The profits from the investments
help fund a variety of the schools'
programs.
During the 1980s, anti-apartheid
activists succeeded in getting many
campus money managers to sell off
stocks, no matter how profitable they
might be, in companies that did busi
ness in segregationist South Africa.
The same tactic now is being applied
to smoking.
"We should not be profiting from
tobacco addiction," maintained Brad
Krevor, executive director of the
Boston-based Tobacco Divestment
Project.
"How can we solve the problem if
we require it to continue to make
money?" Krevor asked.
Tobacco stock can be quite lucrative.
Philip Morris Companies, the
country's largest tobacco interest, was
toe best-performing corporation on the
30-stock Dow Jones industrial average
during the 1980s, rising 825 percent in
toe decade.
"If I were a fiduciary (the person in
chargeofinveslingacollege'smoney),

A senous drop .n hinng quotas;' Students admit the/re 'a little worried'
(CPS)—Thejob marketfor this year's
college gradshasgone from bad toworse,
many observers say.
The recession, officially pronounced
by the White House the first week of
January, has faced hundreds of compa
nies to scale back and even drop their
plans to hire newly minted grads, campus

they going to make very many offers,"
agreed Erie Johnson, a recruiter for
Westinghouse. He and his colleagues,
^said, "are

cludingffiM,Hewlett-Packatd,Fluorand

Becky Wallace, Gnnnell's recruitment
coordinator. The Michigan State repot

banking

my concern would be to manage (funds)
to achieve maximum returns," said
George Knox, vice president for public
affairs for Philip Morris.
In fact, money managers have a
legal obligation—called a "fiduciary
responsibility"—to wring maximum
profits out of their investments, and can
actually be sued and punished if they
disregard their duty.
Campus money managersmight not
be able to earn maximum returns if
they mix politics into their investment
decisions, Knox added.
"One does give up some profit"
when divesting their tobacco stocks,
Krevorconceded. "Butconsider where
these profits come from."
Harvard University and City Uni
versity of New York both stopped
allowing their endowments to be re
vestedintobaccocompanieslastspring.
Moreover, representatives from
Yale, Brown, Cornell, Rice and Johns
Hopkins Universities as well as the
Universities of Texas, Wisconsin and
Hawaii are all working with the Di
vestment Project on campaigns to get
their schools to divest, Krevor said.
In California, the University of
California has no stock holdings in any
tobacco company, said spokesman Rick
Malaspina. Committees at Stanford
have been considering divesting from
tobacco since last fall, a spokeswoman
there said. Stanford, for one, already
has banned smoking from all buildings
on its campus. Pittsburgh's new ban
will include all university vehicles,
residence halls, the medical complex,
hospitals and labs, said spokesman
Lawrence Keller. "There really hasn't
been much of a student reaction. We
don't know how strongly the law will
be enforced," said Piu student Njugi
Nginyo. Other campuses that have
enacted either partial or total bans on
smoking or the sale of tobaccoproducts
includeTulane and Pennsylvania State
universities, the universities of West
Virginia, Arizona and Southwestern
Louisiana, and Colorado's Metropolitan State College.

ucts, accounting firms, religious and so
cial service organizations, diversified
i"*—
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Arm Benson, coordinator of placement College in Pennsylvania, placement ofand academic internships at the Univer- ficers there confess "In the nasi ihrpp or
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i —from
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previous year.
Last year the drop was 13.3 percent,
theMSUsurveyfoundThedecreasethis
year is9.8percent. Many employerscited

uncertainty about the economy and the
prospects of warin theMiddle East as the
reasons they have cut back their student
hiring.
The other major annual survey of
student J—
job rprospects,
Northwestern
wuywW) i™iuiwestern
University's Lihdquist-Endicott Repot,
found that businesses rplan
hire x1 per-~. to iiuv
jp*
cent fewer graduates overall this year.
The market is going to be more
competitive. The students are going to
have to workharder and be more creative
and imaginative,but thejobs are going to
be there. They're just going to be moe

.crrihtre-IT"8 deCreaSCS ^ eXpCCted 10
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chemical engineering could ^t£La

Students get etiquette tips for job hunting
fi
fining a

,ob

get 801716 help

becohre

what has
a
,U1AV'• for graduating
terrible Jjob "
market
5tauuauug se»e
nlors, about

400 Rensselaer Polytech
nlc Institute students attended a seminar Jan. 26 to teach them how not to be
slobs.

The session included tips for ev
erything from choosing which skirt to
wear to a job interview to how to knot
a tie. "We're doing this to help our
difficultto uncover,"said VictoLindquist, students gain a competitive edge" in
Northwestern'splacementdirector. About landing a job, said Vicki Lynn, director
15 percent of the companies surveyed in of the Career Development Center at
December by Manpower, Inc., expected the Troy, N.Y., school. "The market
to hire moe people during the first three place has turned sour"and will probably
months of 1991, but 16 percent said they get worse, Lynn predicted. "Our stu
dents are concerned." In December,
planned to lay off people.
nationwide surveys by both North
western Universityand Michigan State
Interviews, But No Offers
found corporations
e/vuuviuo,vvui
uiuacwiulSOUgni-aiter
wtpwiauuiid were
Students,
even those
with sought-after University/ *viuiu
degrees; are finding that job Offers have cuttin8toeir campus recruiting of new
been rare. "I'm worried a little bit," ad- colle8e grads this year dramatically. In
mitted Jim Reber, who will graduate in
J unefrom Michigan S tate with achemical
engineering degree. He's had 16 interviews so far, but nooffers. "Ikeepreading
that the job market is pretty weak," said
Eric Cyr, abusinessadministration major
at Southern Mainesetto graduate in May.
"I am woiried." "In terms of recruiters
coming to campus, we're okay," added
Southern Maine's Benson. "But some,
though they haven't said it, will be win
dow shopping." "The question is: are

resP°nse'about

400 students attended
the seminar, called Careerathaion,

should always be at least kneeleneth

andmenshoSd«hu«S

where they learned various etiquette collars, Mann suggested.
tips from Ernestine Mann,an expert in
It's also important to watch how
business etiquette. "I try to make (stu people already with the company do
dents) feel good about themselves," things, Mann said. Different rules ap
Mann said. "I always go back to first ply to different workers. After the
impressions," she added, explaining brunch, students visited booths to learn
that it's important for students to have skills like knotting ties and how to
a firm handshake, keep their heads up make travel arrangements. Lynn denied
and make eye contact at an interview. that students at Rensselaer, a school
Students should be especially careful noted for its science and engineering
to mind their manners at meals, Mann programs, needed etiquette advice any
said. Don't cut spaghetti, don't "saw" more than studentsatothercolleges. "It
at meat to cut it, don't use your napkin is a popular myth that engineering and
to blow your nose and, most impor science majors are geeks, and we do
tantly, leave any utensil placed at the have those here," she admitted. How
top of a place setting for dessert only, ever the majority of the students at
Mann advised. A student once told Rensselaer "are just like other college
Mann he knew he hadn't gotten a cer students," Lynn said. In general "there's
tain job because he cut his spaghetti been a decline in attention paid to be
duringa luncheon interview. In terms havior and social graces" in society,
of fashion, women's interview skirts she added.

T » U » T « 0 * R « S
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Good grades
don't predict
work success

(CPS)—A high grade-point aver
age won't necessarily translate into a
successful working career, a University
of Tennessee professor claims.
"Grades don't really predict any
thing," said psychology Prof. Howard
Pollio.Polliowasapanelistfor"GPA—
Valid Predictor of JobSuccess?,'"aJan.
17 videoconference sponsored by the
College Placement Council. Employ
ers have only a 4 percent chance of
choosing an applicant who will succeed
on the job if they use grades to screen
out candidates, he maintained.
"Screeningdoesn't help us," Pollio said.
What's more, it makes it even tougher
forcompanies to hireminorities,Pollio
added. Minority students tend to have
more financial problems and a tougher
time adjusting tocampus life, particu
larly in the first two years. As a result,
their GPAs tend to suffer during that
time. Another panelist, Gale Varma,
AT&T manager of college recruiting,
noted her organization's research does
indicate a correlation between GPA
and successful on-the-jobperformance,
particularly for technical positions
where course work and job responsi
bilities are closely matched.Yet AT&T,
she added, doesn't use GPA as a
job-candidate screening device. That's
the exception, Pollio says. In a study he
conducted five years ago, more than
half the employers he surveyed had
some sort of GPA hurdle students had
to clear before making it to a first
interview.

Up to $6 per hour (work study or non-work study)
Very Flexible Hours
Earn Extra Cash
Gain Valuable Experience
Get A Refresher On Past Subjects
Feel Good About Yourself By Helping Others
Immediate openings for all subjects, but especially
in math, business, biology, chemistry and physics.
Call Or Stop By For More Information:

Tutorial Center

Banister Hall 2nd Floor

946-2437
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

EDITORIAL

A vote against popularity
With elections upon us and candidates for president issuing
their platforms, concerns and promises, it's time to really take
stockin not only what they are saying, but whetherwhatthey're
saying is relevant. Sure, all three candidates may seem quali
fied, not so much on the basis of politics, but simply on the basis
that they had the initiative to seek the position in the first place.
That is indeed admirable, however it is not enough to take to the
polls with you.
As tuition paying students, you should already be thinking
about what you want in a president. Again, initiative isn't quite
enough. It's a quality that many people have, but that doesn't
make them leaders. What's important is for this election to be
about issues and substance, not popularity. The student body
doesn 't need a president who's so popular, it needs one who gets
things accomplished.
Accomplishment will be a great task. At a school such as
UOP, one with a political administration, red tape and bu
reaucracy, the candidate will have to be a leader who acts as a
liaison between the students and the administrative community.
This takes a president beyond bills and legislation into student
committees andforums. Itmoves apresidentoutof the ASUOP
office and onto the campus, into the Residence Halls and
throughout the system.
Our new president must also have a rapport with UOP s
leaders. Whether it means talking with Dr. Atchley, Judy
Chambers, the Bechtel Center, ARA or UOP Athletics, the
president will need to be aware of the issues concerning every
entity on campus. Again, this may seem like networking and
popularity, however, popularity is getting invited to President
Atchley's office, effectiveness is having something to say once
you're there.
As you listen to the candidates, their personalities and the
issues, think about whatUOP, in all of its diversity, expects from
a president. Question which candidate can meet all of those
needs.

Gulf War a setup?
Why did Saddam Hussein think he could get away with invading Kuwait.
We knew that Iraq was having a border dispute with Kuwait and on July ,
1990, according to the Seattle Times, Ambassador April Glaspie received the
following written instructions from the secretary of state, approved by the
president, to deliver the following message to Saddam Hussein: We wi not
become involved in your border dispute with Kuwait and we take no position on
this dispute." According toOhio Representative Mary Rose Oakar, Ambassador
Glaspie is now incommunicado.
Why didPresident Bush give the green light to Hussein in July and then a ew
weeks later start calling him a "Hitler?" Was Hussein set up by Bush?
Now President Bush wants the Emir of Kuwait restored to power (status quo
ante). The emir is not theAmerican way of life with his 70 wives, seven personal
747's and the sole owner of Kuwait oil company with half of theoil money going
into his personal pocket. Are America's sons and daughters to be sacrificed for a
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Top ten duties for the
new ASUOP President
By David Hurst
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10. Mud wrestle losing candidates during Pacific Hour.

aing a threaten
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9.

Write memoir of sex scandals in Senate for the Pacifican.

8.

Perform "leggy" chorus line dance at half-time.

7.

Replace ARA salad bars with produce.

I

6.

Go to Braille Institute and asks clients to "Read My Lips!"
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guy like this?
Alan Rhodes

LETTERS POLICY
Have you got somethingyou want to say about an article you've
seen in The Pacifican! Problems with a story or praise for policies,
people or places on campus? Why not write a letter to the editor?
The Pacifican is read by nearly 94percent of the student body and
96percent of the faculty. Now's your chance to be heard.
Letters must be typed and not more than 250 words. All
submissions must have a name, address and telephone number to
be considered for print.
The Pacifican reserves the right to edit all letters for length and
clarity.
Deadline for submission is Monday at noon for the following
Thursday's issue. Bring or mail your letter to 3rd floor Hand Hall,
Stockton, Ca. 95211.

^"^several dorms in h

5.

Write error-free proposals via "etch-a-sketch."

4. Go over 13 million dollar debt with finance director. Make
sure somebody remembered to carry the four.
3.

Take down portrait of President Atchley in the Gold Room,
Replace with cast photo of "American Gladiators."

2.

Replace Bums Tower with a less phallic monument.

1.

Call off Gulf War. Declare Itza Pizza as America's new
oil reserve.
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The Pacifican is published every Thursday, except during vacations and final
exams week, by students of the University of the Pacific. Comments from
readers are welcome and strongly encouraged. Guest columns must be
submitted in typed form by Thursday, 5 p.m. Letters to the editor must be
submitted in typed form by Monday, noon. All letters to the editor must
have a verifiable signature, local address and phone number. The Pacifican
reserves the right to edit all submitted materials. Editorial comments reflect
the views and opinions of the majority of The Pacifican editorial board,
unless personally signed.
The Pacifican office is located on the third floor of Hand Hall, University
of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211. Office hours are Monday through Friday
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. or by appointment.

Editorial: (209)946-2115 Business: 946-2155
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PACIFIC TALKS

What is the most vital issue the new ASUOP President faces?

Raquel Esparza
Sophomore

Vocal Performance/Music Ed.

Probably the distribution of funds to
the various campus organizations.
It's a tough job to figure out which
group will get what amount.

Noel Maharaj
Freshman
Business

Working to make the campus an
example of diversity, not only
through more programming for di
versity in students, but in faculty,
administration and staff as well.

Karen Lancaster
Junior
Organizational Communication

f/nt%

The financing and budgeting of the
Associated Students. The President
will have to make sure the money is
being used wisely and is distributed
properly.

Ray Crisologo
Sophomore
Music Education

Lisa Maas
Freshman
Biology

Jessica Rosenberg
Sophomore
Exploratory

Working out the problems in the
new scheduling system.

Working with the administration to
refurbish the campus buildings,
roads and landscape.

Financial management and
creasing the level of security
campus.
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Ethics in the Gulf headlines

h,™
o rab-American students reported stiU more instances of
harassment. Someone shot an arrow into an outside wall of a Muslim place
of worshipatPurdue.Atthe University ofPennsylvania,an Arab-American
chnnerscheduledby a ^upeaUed Tire ehristian Association was disrupted
F
by a bomb threat.
\

\

World on Wednesday examines media coverage of the war

The University of Denver, where 8 percent of the 7,600 students on
campusareforeign-born,beefed up securitypatrolsFeb.l6aftera21-year-old
female student who had been wearingaT-shirtfeaturing Arabic lettering was
beaten by three assailants.

First mock draft notices, and now mock draft sanctuary notices
Media outlets in Southern California Feb. 12 received a statement printed
on official Universityof California stationary announcing that UC's campus
at Santa Barbara had been declared a "sanctuary" for people who want to
dodge a military draft
However, the letter—which bore the signatures of UCSB Chancellor
Barbara S. Uehling and UC President David Gardner—was "a fake, a
phony, said campus spokesman Kief Hillsbery. The week before, the MSU
Democrats at Michigan S tate publicly apologized for circulating a fake draft
notice in several dorms in hopes of arousing anti-war sentiment.The notice
instead panicked some students into making plans to leave school.

Colleges aren't as involved in
foreign study as they want be

A

enemy that we demonized: Khomeni.
We have to realize that hatred is taught
to us, people accept it for the moment
and then they can change it as it
[foreign policy] changes."
Swomley said that this is impor
tant to realize when considering the
Gulf conflict because, "Evil is not
geographical. Evil is not a matter of

By Michael Tar
Assistant News Editor

University ofWisconsin-Eau Claire police arrested a student Jan 25 for
allegedly sending a threatening message via the school's E-mail system to
a professor of Middle Eastern descent

(CPS)—Most colleges aren't as in
volved in international programs as
they think they should be, says a Penn
State survey released in December.
The survey found a tremendous
surge in campus interest in starting
international continuing higher educa
tion programs, said Shirley Hendrick, a
dean of education with Penn State's
Smeal College of Business Adminis
tration. "This is especially true among
institutions with very little experience,"
she said. "They want to do more." Of
the 133 members of the Association of
Continuing Higher Education that re
sponded, 67 percent were interested in
offering or expanding their foreign
study programs. Only 19 of the 74
universities that already offerprograms
said they were as involved in interna
tional efforts as they should be. Scores
of campuses report student interest in
foreign study is mushrooming. At

5
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George Washington University, for
example, 294 students studied abroad
during the 1989-90 school year, up 43
percent from the previous year. "A
major objective of all higher education
is to help students operate more effec
tively in an increasingly international
and multicultural world,"says Maurice
East, head of GW's foreign study pro
gram. "Study abroad is one of the best
ways to give people first-hand expo
sure." Student participation in Lehigh
University's Center for International
Studies has increased more than 30
percent since it was established two
years ago. In Pennsylvania, 109 of
Allegheny College's 1,850 students—
almost 6 percent of the campus popu
lation—will spend all or part of the
current academic year studying over
seas, more than twice the number who
studied abroad in any of the past 10
years.

The media coverage of events in
the gulf has greatly affected how the
public perceives the war. On Feb.20,
Dr. John Swomley, professor of so
cial ethics at St. Paul School of
Theology, presented the Bechtel
Center s World on Wednesday audi
ence with views on patriotism, hate
and criticism due to media coverage
and government censorship.
Swomley defined patriotism as
love of country and the people in
it.' He mentioned that it is not neces
sarily "love of a particular adminis
tration or government."
His second pointaboutpatriotism
was, "Patriotism does not require ha
tred of people in other countries or
the countries themselves."Swomley
said, "If patriotism demanded hatred,
then many religious people...could
not be patriotic because they have a
commitment under God to the entire
human family."
Through references to past wars,
Swomley found it strange that the
public's feelings were taught by the
particular government in power. "In
World War I we were taught to hate
the Germans and love the Italians
and Japanese. In World War II we
were taught to hate the Germans,
Italians and the Japanese and to love
the Russians and the Chinese. At the
end of that war we were taught to
hate the Russians and the Chinese
because the Cold War had begun; we
were told to love the Germans, Ital
ians and the Japanese."
Swomley went on to say, "We
have been taught in recent years to
hate certain people who have been
demonized by the government. We
thought of that in terms of the leader
of Grenada, we thought of that in
terms of Noriega, now it happens to
be an Iraqi leader with whom we
cooperated with over aperiodof some
seven years of war against another

HUNGRY?
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"Everything that
we have been told
since the war
began and for a
long period before
the war has been
managed or
censored news."
— Dr. John Swomley
Professor of Social Ethics

citizens could have the right to know
and therefore participate in govern
ment." Concerning the Gulf he said,
"Everything that we have been told
since the war began and for a long
period before the war has been man
aged or censored news."
Swomley feels that the censor
ship today is going beyond protect
ing national security and is shaping
an unrealistic public opinion. "One
of the things that has been denied to
us... is the number of casualties. We
have been led to believe that the
casualties are very, very few; that
there have been surgical strikes or
chiefly on military targets. That is
simply not true. Any of you who are
realistic about war know that in war
civilians are destroyed and killed."
Swomley read a transcript of a
report from Ramsey Clark, former
Attorney General of the United
States, who went to Iraq a little over
three weeks ago. Clark had permis
sion from the Iraqi government to
take a car anywhere he wanted in
Iraq with his camera man and an
Iraqi driver. In Basra, he found that a
residential area six city blocks in size

culture. It is not a matter of ethnicity
or race and it is not personified in a
particular person."
Addressing those that criticize
Bush, Swomley said, "Patriotism is
not necessarily support of the Presi
dent." He said that when one takes
an oath to defend one's country, it is
the Constitution that is being de
fended or supported and not the ad
ministration.
Swomley emphasized the impor
tance of criticism, stating, "If a per
The Henry Luce Foundation has
son really loves his or her country, awardeda$225,000grantto the Council
that person will criticize it in order to of International Educational
make it better...the people with Exchange's (CIEE) Cooperative
bumper stickers on- 'America love it Southeast Asian Studies Program.
or leave it' are the people who love it Approximatelyfiftypercentof the grant
least because they are content with it is allocated to undergraduate fellow
as it is and they are not prepared to ships. In 1988, CIEE established an
criticize it in order to make it better." undergraduate program in, Indonesia
Swomley discussed censorship, and in the fall of 1991, programs will
the First Amendment and freedom of begin in Vietnam and Thailand. All
the press. He said that the press has threeprograms are offered on a semester
historically served as the people's basis in the fall and spring and do not
"check on all government" that allows have language requirements.
society to have a say in public policy.
The Henry Luce Foundation is one
The press "was the way in which of the foremost institutions in further

was flattened. Swomley read from
the report,"On the highways we saw
hundreds and hundreds of vehicles
damaged or destroyed. When Secre
tary of State Baker says that they
were carrying arms he's talking about
something he does not know."
The report mentioned that water
supplies in Iraq were completely de
stroyed, making hospital conditions
unsanitary. Anesthetics are scarce,
even for the severely injured. One
Iraqi surgeon was quoted, "I hate my
hands, we've got no gloves. I go
from this wounded person to this
wounded person to this wounded
person and I can't wash my hands."
Clark's report continued, men
tioning a recent Pentagon press con
ference, "General Powell says this is
a party." Swomley said, "You ought
to think about the civilian population
or those hospitals in Iraq and see
what kind of a party he thinks it is. I
mention this because I think it's very
important for Americans to realize
that this is not a just war in which
only military targets are being hit
and it isn't just a war where they are
trying to hit only military targets."

New fellowships for
Southeast Asian studies
ing Southeast Asian studies in the
United States. The three year grant
from the Luce Foundation will provide
financial assistance for the following
areas: academic leadership, the devel
opment of in-country library and pro
gram resources, and in particular, stu
dent fellowships.
The Council on International Edu
cational Exchange, one of the pioneers
of educational exchange initiatives
since its founding in 1947, develops
and administers study, work, and travel
programs for secondary, undergradu
ate , graduate, and professional levels
of American and international students.
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Get involved: student clubs on campus
By Tamara Kelley

Staff Writer

Your Macintosh has just eaten your
50 page term paper. Who are you
gonna call? University Macintosh
Users Group (UMUG at UOP)!!!
UMUG at UOP is a support group
for Macintosh owners and enthusiasts
who know how frustrating a Macin
tosh can be. Informational meetings
are held once a month for students,
faculty and staff with problems and
answers.
UMUG at UOP is just one of the
many clubs and organizations on
campus. There are many more tochoose
from and at least one is sure to match
your interests. For example, if meeting
people who share your career ambitions
sounds fun, try an academic organiza
tion like the professional chemistry
fraternity, Alpha Chi Sigma.
According to the fraternity's presi
dent, Patrick McMullen, Alpha Chi
Sigma is open to everyone who has an
active interest in thechemicalsciences.
Membership currently includes chem
istry majors, biology majors, pre-med
students, pre-pharmacy and pharmacy
students, graduate students and chem
istry professors.
Alpha Chi Sigma has been on the
UOP campus since the early 1960's
and is a chapter of the only chemistry
fraternity in the nation. The potential
members pledge the fraternity just like
they would a social fraternity. "Weare
both social and professional," says
McMullen. "Our pledges go on scav
enger hunts,but they also have to make

a solution that separates in a certain
amount of time with a specific color on
the top."
If chemistry doesn'tsound fun, here
are the other academic oiganizations
on campus:
Accounting Society
American Marketing Association
American Society of Civil Engi
neers
Association for Computing Ma
chinery
Associated Student Engineering
Managers
Cercle Fransais (French culture and
language)
Debating Team
Delta Sigma Pi (business)
Drama and Dance Club
Eta Kappa Nu (electrical and com
puter engineering)
International Association of Stu
dents in Economics and Business
Management
Lambda Kappa Sigma (pharmacy)
Mu Phi Epsilon (co-ed music)
Music Therapy Club
Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia (men only
music)
Pacific Council for Exceptional
Children, #906
Pacific Graphic Designers and Art
ists Club
Public Relations Student Society of
America
Society of Hispanic Professional
Engineers
Does serving the community and
your fellow students appeal to you?

There are many ways to do it at UOP.
Through organizations like the Com
munity Involvement Program Student
Association (CIPSA), UOP students
are making a difference.
CIPSA is a service organization

Jaurequi, CIPSA's vice president.

CIPSA sponsors several events on
campus, including a Thanksgiving
dance. The dance is free to UOP stu
dents, but guests from the community
are asked for a small donation or a can

Clubs advertise In the McCaffrey Center
with a twist. It was originally founded of food, When the music stops, the
in the 1970's as a support groupfor the cans are added to donations from local
recipients of scholarships from the merchants and sorted intofood baskets
Community Involvement Program. for the needy. Each basket contains a
The program recognizes college stu- turkey and the trimmings
for Thanks
«dents for their community service in
giving and usually enough food for two
" says
ooiro Jaurequi
Imwan.H
the Stockton area "Ourgoal[inCPSA] mnro
more ms»o1c
meals,"
is to provide community outreach to
The baskets are delivered to needy
the Stockton community," says Sally
families in the Stockton community.
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QUOTABLE QUOTES
Compiled by Krista Huntsman

I require three things in a man. He must be
handsome, ruthless and stupid.

"We get the names of the families from
our members and from community
groups like the Salvation Army," says
Jaurequi.

CIPSA was established in the mid1970's and is open to all UOP students.
However, the club's bylaws do require
that officers be Community Involve
ment Program scholarship recipients.
Other service organizations include:

Jb

organizations on campus to look ii
Athletes
Athlete For Christ
Christian Science Organization
HillelFoundations-Jewish Stuc^y
Association
Inter-Varsity Christian Fellow
Newman Club
Wineskins Fellowship
c
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-Dorothy Parker The poor wish to be rich, the rich wish to be
happy, the singles wish to be married, and
the married wish to be dead.
When a man brings his wife flowers for no
-Ann Landers
reason—there's a reason.

(Officials stc

-Molly McGee
You need someone to love while you're
looking for someone to love.

I thought he looked like Tom Cruise until I
turned on the lights.

-Anonymous

-Shelagh Delaney

When I meet a man, I ask myself, "Is this
the man I want my children to spend their
weekends with?"

-Rita Rudner
I'm dating a woman now who, evidently, is
unaware of it.

It's the old philosophy—if I'm too loud for
you, you're too old for me.

-Stu Bators
Did you ever wonder why your old boyfriend
looks a lot better next to a new girl?

-Jennie Wilson

-Gary Shandling If men got pregnant, maternity leave would
last two years... with full pay.
-John Owens
The difference between sex and love is, sex
relieves tension and love causes it.
-Woody Allen Life s a bowl of salad, you get tossed around
and eaten.
I married the first man I ever kissed. When
I tell my children that, they just about
throw up.
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-Anonymous
The Fraternity of

-Barbara Bush
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"Rocka Jama Kega"
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SALE • SALE • SALE
Mountain Bikes
Priced From $199

i Tune-up Special j
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| Covers all minor adjustments. |

• CALL ROBBY'S FOR
DO-IT-YOURSELF REPAIRS

7931-B Thornton Rd
^
/ j.
951-4371
of Pacific On Left Side Behind Manny's Rot.ur.nt)
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Brew & Burger Nite
Mon & Tues
• burgers • fries • UNLIMITED draft beer
FOR ONLY $5
(from 5 -10 pm)

Assembled with FREE 30-60-90 day check-ups
TREK • KLEIN • YETI • FAT CHANCE
BULLSEYE • THULE • RINQLE • SCOTT
RAY BANS • RITCHEY
TOO MANY BRANDS TO METION ALL!!

A

49c Draft

Beers & $1.25 Well Drinks

Wednesday from 9-12pm

UOP Burger Madness Daily $2.75 Burger & Fries w/student I D
I
I
I

$1.00 OFF ADMISSION
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Wednesday - Saturday Night
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4555 N. Pershing Ave. #20
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Magnificent music, military style

. Christ
4i

Iron Maiden cranks it up at the Arco Arena Mar. 13 and at the
Cow Palace on the 14th. The shows begin at 7:30 p rn and
general admission seating is $19.50.

Staff Writer

Incredible, overwhelming, fantas
tic, breathtaking... My vocabulary falls
well short of describing the United
States Navy Band's performance last
Monday night in the Faye Spanos
Concert Hall.
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Ledby Commander Phillip Howard
Field (USN, OIC/Leader) and Senior
Chief Musician Chuck Yates (narrator/
vocalist), the USN Band unleashed a
flurry of patriotic musical compositions
beginningwithCarlReznicek's"Donna
Diana Overture" and ending with ex
cerpts from each military branches
anthem,duringwhich the narratorasked
all veterans to stand when they heard
their song. Many servicemen and
spouses of servicemen stood with pride
as their branch's anthem was played.
By the time "Anchors Away" (the US
Navy anthem) soared from flag laden
trumpets nearly three quarters of the
audience was standing. It was a pow
erful moment.
The audience sat silently captivated
while the band performed works by
Johannes Brahms, ArtieShaw (aformer
USN band member), and Guiseppe
Verdi. Then, without warning, the band
played a song dedicated to the troops in
the in the PersianGulf. The thrill of the
Broadway play raced through my veins
as I tried to memorize the words: "We
are with you wherever you may be.We
are sailing with you on every sea. We
are standing with you on desert sand.
We, our country, together we stand."
At the intermission I spoke with
musician first class Tia Wortham. I
asked her if the band had any respon
sibilities tothe American public. "Fora
few moments during each performance

Living Colour hits San Jose State's Event Center Mar. 14 Ad
vanced general admission is $22.50
"2"^0U.1C Ernins"with Dar^ Ha" and|ohn Oats takes place
w „ c , ^ aram0unlTheatreandattheEve«CenteratSan
jose State the next day. Reserved seating is $22.50.
ISnHr S|PeC'al

(CPS)—Officials at Anne Arundel
Community College in Maryland have
canceled the showing of a painting of five
world leaders portrayed in the nude.
Aftergetting several complaintsabout
the prospective showing in midJanuary,
artist Josef Schuetzenhoefer, a part-time
faculty member, replaced the life-sized
painting with a less controversial work
the day before the show opened. The
8-by-8-foot oil painting, "Capitalism is
Dead," was a political commentary about
the cries thatcommunism isdead, he said.
Former British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, Polish President Lech Walesa,
Polish Cardinal Jozef Glemp, German
Chancellor Helmut Kohl and the late
millionaire publisher Malcolm Forbes
were depicted. To strip them of their

The UOP Art Gallery presents the Black and White show throuqh
Mar. 15. The exhibit spotlights four bay-area artists: Margaret
Stainer, Jeffrey Norman, Jacqueline Peele and Hannah Tendeta
Admission is free.

we give people a wonderful feeling of
patriotism," she replied. "We also let
them know how lucky we are to be
Americans."
"The timing for this tour is perfect,"
said Yates. "It's times like these that the
American public needs to hear music
performed by representatives of their
country. I can assure you that the pro
fessionalism you witnessed on stage
tonight is a reflection of that being
displayed by our men and women in
the Persian Gulf."

authority, Schuetzenhoefer said, dildos
were strapped to the leaders and they
were shown standing on a cart with
missingwheels."Ididn'tthink there would
be any problem in a country where free
dom of speech issuch an importantissue,"
the artistsaid. "At times it struck me as a
rather provincial situation," said
Schuetzenhoefer, who decided to replace
the painting with a subdued versionof the
same work rather than fight the college.
Schuetzenhoefer is planning to give a
lecture on the painting to explain his
intent Campusart hasstirred considerable
furoratotherschools, too. In March 1990,
an 8-foot painting of Purdue University
President Steven Beering clad only in
socks wasremovedfromacampusexhibit
InJanuary,1990,drawingsofnude women

During the narration of the event
Yates gave background to some of the
works performed.After the band played
a"AmparitoRoca" composed by Jaime
Texidor, Yates explained that Jaime
Texidor was a pseudonym used by
British composer Reginald Ridewood.
Ridewood composed the fast paced
march for many Spanish bullfights but
feared unpopularity because of his na
tionality.
Carl Nosse, dean of the Conserva
tory of Music and former member of
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FREE RENTAL
• VCR's
• Camping
• Sports
• More!

Just Call

946-2237

Open Mon - Sat
Evening and Weekend
Appointments Available
Walk-ins Welcome

FEBRUARY SPECIAL
FREE HAIR CUT & STYLE
with any permanent wave
$47 Value for only $30
expires 2/21/91
Take advantage of our everyday low prices:
• Haircut & Shampoo $9.00
10% off all chemical services w/current UOP I.D.
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(on reg. prices only)
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6321 Pacific Ave. • 477-6554

hanging in a hallway of Truckee Mead
ows Community College in Reno, Nev.,
were temporarily covered becausea stu
dent complained that the drawings were
pornographic.
In 1989, Chicago's city council, en
raged by a student work featuring the late
Mayor Harold Washington dressed in
women's underwearand thenapiece that
invited viewers to step on an American
flag,threatened to withdrawfundingfrom
the school at the Art Institute of Chicago.
Also that year, four University of
Illinois artists wanted the Krannert Art
Museum on campus to melt down two
bronzesculptures,sayingtheyrepresented
"women as an object of lust."

the USN band, spoke briefly to the
audience. He expressed how thankful
he was that the band had chosen Uni
versity of the Pacific as one of it's stops
on their tour. He also left a standing
invitation for the band to return any
time in the future.
As the USN band approached cen
ter stage for their farewell, an Ameri
can flag lowered from the ceiling and
Uncle Sam paraded down from the
stage handing out flags. It was a fitting
end to a spectacular evening.

WorldFest-Houston, formerly the
Houston International Film Festival, has
launched a new''Discovery'' program for
the 1991 festival which is designed to
help promote independent film-makers
to major European festivals.
'The coreof theWorldFest program is
a series of special relationships between
the Houston festival and a number of
major European and international festi
vals," said Hunter Todd, WorldFestHuston chairman.
"The addition of the 'Discovery'
program to WorldFest's already expan
sive schedule of benefits catapults it into
a leadership position in the industry, said
Todd. "As of now, WorldFest is the dis
covery festival for some of the most
important European film competitions.
By winning an award at WorldFest, a

$3 million. It's a lot of responsibility. It's a lot of chal
lenge. And it's where you can be in just 3-5 years with
Walgreens. That's the average time it takes for our
Management Trainees to be running their own operation
with 25-30 employees and approaching $4 million in sales.
And that's just the start because there are plenty of ongoing
opportunities available.
We're the nation's largest retail drugstore chain—a $6
billion company and an American retail success story. Over
the last 5 years we've added 562 new stores and averaged
over 16% annual growth. And our rapid pace of expansion
continues unabated.
Take our growth, award winning management, plus an
outstanding in-depth training program, and you've got the
beginnings of a great future.
We're looking for talented individuals to become
Management Trainees with opportunities nationwide.

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
March 14th

I
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Thomas and Lazard continue to be featured at the Reynolds
Gallery. Free standing metal sculptures and mixed media wall
hangings by artists Reinhold Thomas and Cristiane Lazard will
ends TODAY. Admission to exhibition is free.
Taking the place of the Thomas and Lazarwill be Sharon Siskin's
"Ghosts and Prayers". The Acrylic Paint and Mixed Media
exhibit will open in the Reynolds Art Gallery Mar. 4 and continue
throught the 28. Admission is Free.
If you have information you wish to have added to Out and About,
send it to The Pacifican, Hand Hall Third Floor, University of the
Pacific, Stockton, G4 95211, Attention: Entertainment Editor.

Film-makers contest accepting entries

Run a
$3 million
business sooner
than you think.
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Apr. 2 at the

The Robert Cray Band will play the Warfield Mar 22 & 23.
Tickets: $19 balcony seating & $20 main floor table and chair
non-reserved.

&

SERVICES:
DRY CLEANING
• Wholesale Prices
• Quick Return
BALLOONS
• Competitive Prices
• Wide Selection
FLOWERS
• Convenient
• Quality
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Officials stop display of nude world leaders
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Center Stage

US Navy Band plays the Faye Spanos Concert Hall
By Mark Hautala

1,0^ship

OUT AND ABOUT

See your placement office for sign-up
information
If unable to see us on campus, send a resume or letter to
our corporate headquarters: Don Moseley, Management
Recruiter, Walgreen Co., 200 Wilmot Road, Deerfield, IL
60015. Equal Opportunity Employer.

CB.

film-maker's work is automatically sub
mitted to sister festivals in Europe, and
every other major international film and
video competition in the world,a total of
more than 150 festivals worldwide.
"The potential exposure for up-and
coming directors and producers is un
equalled. In addition, they have instant
access to more than $500,000 in cash
award."
The participating European festivals
include Sitges (Spain), Bilbao (Spain),
La Rochelle (France), Mannheim (Ger
many),
Rrakow
(Poland),
Claremon t-Ferrand (France)andTempere
(Finland).
EachEuropeanfesUvalalsowillsubmit
its winners to WorldFest for automatic
inclusion in the Houston festival's competitioncategories,which includeFeature,

Short, documentary, Experimental,
Television Production, Student and in
dependent films and videos.
"The festival is waking hard toexpand
the roster of sister festivals," continued
Todd. "The goal is to position
WorldFest-Houston as the primary dis
covery festival for the film-making in
dustry.
'Together with our new Film Market
and ongoing festival competition and
award programs, the fomal creation of
the Discovery" program should make a
real difference in the careers of indepen
dent film-makers across the country and
round the world/i said Todd.
The 24th annual WorldFest-Houston
season is scheduledaApril 19-28,1991.
Fa more information on festival entries,
contact WorldFest at (713) 965-9955.
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Tiger Den

Lady Tigers possible contender for Big West

Tine Fell shows adversity scoring

By Laura Young
Staff Writer
The University of Pacific women's
basketball team is proving that they are
a possible contender for the Big West
Title. The team is currently ranked #1
in conference home victories at 11-1.
The conference record of 9-5, 14-9
overall, is the best ever for the Lady
Tigers. They are also leading the
conference in defensive points

half with 49-46. The beginning of the
second half turned out to be the spark
with the Tigers putting on a 19-2 run.
"The team did a good job of executing
the half courtoffense. They madegood
shots that were keyed from the defen
sive pressure," said Coach Melissa
DeMarchi. Shooting 59% in the sec
ond half and 60% overall made the
win seem easy.
On Saturday nightagainst San Jose
State, the team started off sluggish, but
picked things up in the second half.
"We were lethargic at first because we
had just come off a big win. Once the
defensive intensity kicked up, things
were better executed and we scored,"
said DeMarchi. The Lady Tigers were
only up 27-25 at half, but shooting 5-6
and 8-8 from the line helped pull them
intoacomfortablelead. JuniorNatasha
Norris lead all scorers with 18, followed
by Charlene Alden with 12, Tine Freil
with 11 and Lena Petersson added 10.
Norris also lead on the boards pulling
down 20, while Freil dished out eight
assists.
The most recent home game was
this Monday, Feb. 25 against 23rd
ranked Long Beach State. This was the
11 points against Long Beach 49ers
final home game before travelling to
Fullerton and UNLV. The following
(63.2ppg), defensive shooting (38.5%), range, 14-21 overall and 2-5 from the
week, the team travels to the Big West
and free throw percentage (72.9%). line. Along with Logan in double fig
Tournament in Los Angeles to possibly
They are currently standing in fourth ures were: junior Natasha Norris with
bring home the title.
18 points, senior Charlene Alden with
place.
This week theLady Tigers extended 14 points, senior Lena Petersson and
their home winning streak to eight in a sophomore Tine Friel each with 11 and
row beating the New Mexico State junior Charlotte Sooeberg added 10
Roadrunners (101-78) and San Jose points. Freil moved into second in the
State Spartans (72-54). On Wednesday country by handing out 16 assists.
night, senior Charmon Logan pulled
The last four minutes of the first
out of a season long shooting slump to half, the Lady Tigers went on a 14-4
score 33 points, shooting 3-6 from long scoring run to put them in the lead at

By Tom Gregory
The Tiger baseball team picked up
its fourth win of the season last Satur
day when it beat Los Angeles State in
the second game of a double-header at
Billy Herbert Field.
UOP batters rallied behind solid
pitching performances by Chris
Reinheimer and Larry S hcnk topick up
the7-2 non-league victory. Reinheimer
worked five innings, giving up just one
run on four hits, to pick up his first win
of the season.
Shenk relieved Reinheimer in the
sixth inning and was successful in
thwarting L.A. State's scoring oppor
tunities. In 15 innings of work this
season, Shenk has allowed three runs
and 10 hits, giving him a 1.15 earned
run average.
The Tigers provided a terrific of
fense in the second inning when they
exploded for a seven-run hitting exhi
bition. Keith Johnson, UOP's short
stop, capped the inning with a threerun home-run. Johnson collected three
hits in seven at bats over the course of
the double-header, leaving him with a
respectable J10 batting average for the
season.
The first game of the day was a
close contest that ended in favor of

Basketball (M) - The Tigers
held the UNLV Runnin' Rebels to
their second lowest scoring total of
the year, but fell to UNLV 80-59 at
the Thomas and Mack Center in
Las Vegas. The Tigers started off
right, hitting twoconsecutive threepointers for a 6-2 lead, but the rebels
went on a 10-0 run to lead 12-6 and
never trailed again. The Tigers
were led by Dell Demps with 17
points, hitting three of four threepointers. Don Lyttle added 16
points, although hescored only two
points in the second half. Also
scoring in double figures for the
Tigers was Randy Lavender with
12 points. Demps also shared high
rebounding honors with Scott
Hemasath, with five rebounds each.

Basketball (W) - Junior
Natasha Norris was named Co-Big
West Player of the week for her
performances in games last week
against New Mexico State and San
Jose State. Against San Jose State
she tallied a career high 20 rebounds
while adding 18 points.
Golf - UOP's golf team has been
successfully competing this season
and is currently ranked 25th in the
nation. The team just completed

the Hohn Burns Tournament in
Hawaii with eight of the top 20
teams in the nation and seven of the
top 10. The last two rounds were
the third lowest team scores (294286). The last round 286 (two un
der) was the tournament's lowest
round. In the top individual field,
V' >-gersDUU
Robert Warren was 20th (79-7071-220) and Eddie Davis tied for
27th (76-73-73-221).
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Lacrosse - The men's team fel
short on Sunday as Chapman over
powered the Tigers 19-3.
Softball - The Lady Tigers are
5-10 as of Feb. 21 after sweeping
Santa Clara 5-1,7-0. The winning
pitchers were Sue Cardinale (two
hitter and 10 strikes out) and Lea
Lopez (two hitter and four
strikeouts). Freshmen Kristen
McDowell went four for five vs,
University of Oregon with four
stolen bases. Against Santa Clara
she went five for seven with five
stolen bases. The starting 2nd
baseman, Maria Mahon, came down
with the chicken pox last weekend
while the team was competing in
the Arizona tournament and she is
out this week recovering.

Coaches
Sandoz takes last
Corner

Solid pitching creates victory
Senior Staff Writer

Compiled By Laurie Liebmann

L.A. State, 6-5. The Tigers took a onerun lead in the first inning, but L.A.
State pushed five runs across the plate
to start the third inning. Marty Tourville
provided the punch for L.A.State with
a home run.
The Tigers came back the next in
ning to tie the game, but LA. State got
away with another run in the sixth and
took the lead for the rest of the game.

In the first game, Joe Brownholtz's
pitching effort was outstanding for the
last three innings of the game.
Brownholtz held L.A. State scoreless
while giving up only two hits.
The Tigers will play again this
evening, 7:00 p.m., at Billy Herbert
FieldagainstFresnoState. Thiswillbe
a triple header continuing through
Saturday.

Brownholtz timing It right

Good Luck Swimmers At
The Big West Swimming
Championship!!

By Bill Maze
Women's Tennis Head Coach
The University of the Pacific
women's tennis team just finished
playing six dual matches (five on
the road) in ninedaysandcrawlcd
home with a respectable three wins
and three losses.
The highlight of thesematches
was a 5-4 win over UC Irvine at
Irvine. Pacific was up 4-2 after
the singles matches with wins by
Lisa Matsushima at number one,
Leslie O'Kecfe at two, Juile
Radder at four and Tisha Lee at
number five. All theTigers needed
was one victory out of the three
doubles matches to secure a vic
tory; they got that.
The big win was provided by
the freshman duo of Kanani
Galolo and Juile Radder. With
Galolo's blistering returns and
Radder's pinpoint accuracy the
youngsters won the clincher in
straight sets. It was an extra
sweet victory for the pair because
just the day before they experi
enced a heartbreak loss with a
three-setter in the final match
against UC Santa Barbara.
The team lost that dual match
5-4, but it was an encouraging
result The Gauchos are favored
to win the conference tournament
and theTigers feel that if they can
come close in Santa Barbara than
they can tag them in the season
ending event
UOP is 3-1 in conferenceplay
and 3-5 overall. Their next home
stand is a threeday stint on March
1-3. They play Cal-Poly SLO,
University of Nevada-Reno and
University of Oregon. The first
two duals will be played at
Brookside Court and the Oregon
match will be contested at Oak
Park.

swing at senior season
ATHLETES OF THE WEEK
By Dave Brown
Staff Writer

Meet Mike Sandoz! He is a se
nior who balances his time between
the business degree he is trying to
attain as a student and being on the
tennis team here at University of the
Pacific.
Sandoz developed an interest in
tennis as early as age seven through
his parents, but he did not take the
game seriously until he was 10.
Mike, a native of Portland, Or
egon, brought his talent and skill of
tennis to UOP because of its ap
pealing size.
Taking on the arduous load of a
business student and coupling it w ith
the demands of tennis practice is not
easy. "Right off, I had to learn to
balance my schedules. Socially it's
difficult, especially in the spring be
cause you get home late," said
Sandoz.
Mike plays on both the doubles
and singles team for the Tigers. He
and hisdoubles partner, Igor Vuletic,
have played together for the past 3
seasons. Mike and Igor won #1
doubles in the Big West lastyear.
Mike was disappointed because he
thought they played wellenough to
compete in the NCAA's."With all
the other tough teams like Cal,
Stanford, UCLA and USC we got
over-looked. There is so much tal
ent on the West Coast."
One of the most rewarding expe
riences Mike has had through tennis
at UOP was the clinic the team put
on for Special Olympicslast year.
"We were dinking balls back and
forth. The kids thought it wasthe

i Antony Woods. Woods leaned
ta 3-piinter and was fouled by I
ddlesbsger allowing him the ex
ot to ti! up the score.
Fresn) State tried to capture I
by bringing the ball upcoi
get a shot off when Do
called for traveling. T
to^k aninitiative to takecont
callejl for a time-out. With om
remaining on theclock Dem
tie ball upcourt and hit a 1
fn m the right baseline wh
foi led by Fresno.
pissed the free throw
s fr°m getting

tsaP
Mike Sandoz
greatest thing and they tried so hard.1
Sandoz also enjoys teaching oth
ers how to play the game. He usually
instructs when he is at home and tries
to incorporate what he has learnedon
the court in a lesson. Mike also has
days wherehe wishes he did not have
to practice. "On the days you don't
want to be at practice you realize all
l
of your teammates are there," Sandoz
said.
war:
Lately it looks as though all of the
practicing has been payingoff. At
UOP's last match, Sandoz won in
both doubles (3-6, 6-4, 7-6)and in '
singles play (6-3, 4-6, 7-5) at the
University of Nevada, inRerr Both
matches took a combined six hours
to complete. In the second set of
singles Mike felt fatigue beginning
JSrs
to set in. "My legs felt like jello. ft Maclw
was the first time they ever bothered
rrrofiie
me like that."
Mike, who is also this season's
team captain, will graduate inMay.
After this summer he is going to hang
up his racket up for awhile. "It's a
sport that you can play a lifetime.
When I am 75 or 801*11 probably still
have a racket in my hand."
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10% off CATERING
on orders of $46 or more
Good through 3/7/91
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1433 W. MARCH LANE, STOCKTON
478-8646
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RECORDS • TAPES
BUY • SELL • TRADE
Huge selection • Search Service • Special Orders
IMPORT TOCK POSTERS • T-SHIRTS

880 Ben Holt
(ia Lincoln Center So. Across From Payless)

951-8010

Happy Hour 4-7 Weekdays
2324 GRAND CANAL BLVD. #4
(209) 478-6290
Catering Available
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iVoods shines in
last home game
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No rest needed in double header as
pitchers show their style

opportunity to set upa final shot and the
Tigers won the game 75-73. The Ti
gers are now 9-7 in the Big West and
13-12 overall. This is UOP's sixth
straight victory at home.

iff Writer

'Last Saturday, the Men's Tiger
letball team saw a 16-point lead
i into a four point deficit but then
Woods finished the game leading
,lrrcn w .iVid«HlfB
ie back tobeat Fresno State on a last
a
die Tigers with acareer-high 21 points.
jnd shot by Dell Demps (75-73).
Don Lyttle dominated theinside for the
The Tigers built a 67-51 lead with
221).
Uedf
Tigers
while scoring 20 points and
0
und 11 minutes to play in the game grabbing eight rebounds. Demps fin
.fieri Fresno State (11-14 overall and ished the game with 18 points and
.10 in the Big West) went on a run in Randy Lavender chipped in 14 points
fiich they outscored the Tigers 22-2 and eight rebounds.
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By Boyd Nies

Staff Writer

The UOP Lady Tiger Softball team
was m action again this week. Com
ing off a strong performance in a
tournament last weekend, the Tigers
hoped to continue to play well.
On Thursday, UOP went to Santa
Clara for a doubleheader. The first
game was decided by a score of 5-1.
Senior Sue Cardinale struck out 10
while throwing a two hitter. In the
second game, the Tigers shut out
Santa Clara with a score of 7-0.
Freshman Lia Lopez struck out eight
and gave up three hits. Chrissie
McDowell went 4-4 and Lopez went
2-4 with a single and a triple.
The team had a short rest before
they faced their next opponent. They
had to play another doubleheader
against Sonoma State at Oak Park on
Saturday afternoon. As they did ear
lier in the week, the Tigers swept
both games. In the first game, the
Tigers beat Sonoma State 13-1. The
game was called after five innings
due to the eight run rule. UOPracked
up thirteen hits and didn't commit

season
1

^EEK

ihe following 10 minutes to take the
id73-69. The Tigers came back to tie
(game after at 73 on a four-point play
' Anthony Woods. Woods leaned in
a 3-pointer and was fouled by Pat
"lesberger allowing him the extra
to tie up the score.
Fresno State tried to capture the
itage by bringing the ball upcourt
t failed to get a shot off when Doug
ta was called for traveling. The
gers took an initiative to take control
id called for a time-out. With one a
cond remaining on the clock Demps
ished the ball upcourt and hit a 10Mter from the right baseline while
dug fouled by Fresno.
Demps missed the free throw to
event the Bulldogs from getting an

Woods scored 14 points in the first
half to give the Tigers a 43-37 lead at
the intermission. UOP continued to
build their lead in the second half and
were up 67-51 when the drought hit.
During the 10 minute span Fresno
State outscored the Tigers 22-2. UOP
missed 14 shots in a row with their only
basket coming from a dunk by Laven
der. Fresno State made the score 73-69
with 29 seconds left on two free throws
by Dave Barnett before Woods' fourpoint play tied it
UOP shot 41.4 % from the floor
compared to Fresno State's 53.6 %.
The Bulldogs also out rebounded the
Tigers 40-33. The win gave UOP a
10-3 record in the Spanos Center
this season.

-terrain intramural
olleyball gears up
yRich Can

BASKF.tr 411, At the halfway
"ntof the season the teams stack up
this way:

tABIJLOl IS BT INCH as of 2/25
'• Mammilary Bodies
^X's&O's
L We Will Score
Men's A
'• Biofizzers
t Winners
3- Mad Bombers
L Low Profile
Men's R
' Tons of Fun

.

Senior Nita Bruner anticipates the pitch
any errors. Suzi Bradach pitched a
two hi tter and gave up only two walks.
Reeve Fuller went 2-3 with two
singles. Chrissie McDowell went 24 and stole three, bases. Roxane
Oshiro was 3-3 with two singles and

Men s Basketball at New Mexico St
7-30 p m
Women's Basketball at CS Fullerton "".".."'"7:30 p'm.
Swimming Big West Champ. 28 - 3/2 at Long Bch State

Friday March 1
Golf has Border Olympics at Laredo Texas through the

Saturday March 2
7:30 p.m
7:3o p m
.".100 p'm'
i:3q p.m."
poo p.m.
11:00 a.m.

Baseball vs Sonoma St
Women's Tennis vs Oregon
Tennis vs Nevada-Reno
Men's Volleyball at. St. Mary's 2:00

poo p.m.
TBA
9;00 a m
p.m.

Tuesday March 5
Softball vs Santa Clara
laseball at California
Men's Volleyball vs. UC Davis

..5:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

Wednesday March 6
baseball vs Stanislaus St
Women's Tennis at Sacramento St
Men's Volleyball vs Sacramento St

4:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
8:30 p.m.

(All home games in Bold)

(See INTRAMURALS, page 12)

UlCHAEI'g

off any

One coupon per ptrza
Not vrflid with any
other disoount otter.

PITCHER |
of PEPSI
i
withi an'
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Large PI2iZA
purchased

Dne coupon p»r pizza. .
Not valid with kny
other disoount offer.
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Staff Writers
This is a new club to the UOP
campus. They have been around for
approximately three years but have
never had the driving force of a coach
or the competitive nature to make them
what it could ultimately become to this
campus, an outstanding men's volley
ball program. The coaches for this
team are Joe Wortman and Rich Carr
who are graduate students at UOP.
Wortman isone of theassistant coaches
with the women's volleyball team and
Carr has coached the men's volleyball
team at the University of North Texas.
They have brought to the program the
necessary tools to foster a strong
foundation for the club.
The team is very young, having
only one junior and one senior on the
club. The team looks to a few freshmen
and sophomores for leadership. Some
of the players for this Tiger club team
are Tim Newberry (sophomore-setter),
Mike Waechter (sophomore-outside
hitter), Don White (freshman-outside
hitter), Will Fruehling (freshmanmiddle hitter), Pat Buike (middle hit
ter), Greg Wheatley (junior-right side
hitter), Ari Kaufman (freshman-back
row specialist/outside hitter) and Josh
Thiorot (freshman-back-row specialist/
outside hitter).
Newberry is a converted hitter and
is still learning to set but has estab
lished himself as one of the team's
leaders on thecourt. Newberry, White,
Fruehling and Waechter are from
southern California and played high
school volleyball. Fruehling is an im

The season has already started for
this Tiger club and they are already 25 overall and 2-3 in divisional play. The
Men's Volleyball team played three
matches last week. The team traveled
to Davis where they fell 3-0 (9-15,715,10-15) to a very strong UC-Davis
team. Davis (8-1) is currently in first
place in the division. The Tigers then
returned home to play FresnoS tate and
fell 3-0 (9-15,12-15,7-15) in a much
closer match.OnSunday theteam went
to St. Mary's and won in four games
(15-9,16-14,13-15,15-6) handing St.
Mary's the defeat. In the second game,
the team came from a 9-1 deficit to win.
They played Sacramento State this past
Wednesday. The next time you can see
this exciting Tiger club will be on
Tuesday March 5 at 8:30 pm in the
Main Gym against UC Davis.

I
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MORRIS CHAPEL
Sunday March 3
12:00 -12:45

Take the law into
your own hands.

Tuesday Meditation
March 5

\

1

UOP's favorite yogurt shop

G

CO

posing figure in the middle. White is
one of the team's most fiery competi
tors. Wheatley is from Lodi and has
played USVBA and sand volleyball.
Burke, the lone senior, is the only rem
nant from last year's club and has been
playing about a year and a half.
Kaufman, a native of Costa Rica, and
Thiorot, who is from the Bay area, are
both relative rookies to volleyball and
are picking the game up quickly.
The team isplaying in the Northern
California Collegiate Volleyball
League. This league is one of the
strongest in the country for club teams
and some of the 16 teams are UCBerkeley (2 time defending national
club champion), UC-Davis, San Jose
State, Humboldt State, Chico State,
Fresno State and St Mary's College.
The NCCVL is divided into two divi
sions and theTigers are in the Northern
Division.

JIGER'S YOGURT

<u
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By Rich Carr and Stephanie
Morokin

PROTESTANT WORSHIP SERVICE

$2.00 FREE
PIZZA

<£tu[z

Two coaches help prepare new men's club

Thursday, February 28

Men's Basketball at Long Beach St
Women's Basketball at UNLV
Baseball vs. NAT'L BASEBALL INST.
Lacrosse at Humbolt
Softball at San Jose St
Women's Tennis vs Nevada-Reno

a triple. The only homerun came
from Wendee Espinosa. UOP took
the second game of the day with a
score of 5-0. Freshman pitcher Lia
Lopez threw a no-hitter and shut out
Sonoma State.

Volleyball club optimistic
about season

Sunday March 3

2.9 Ball
3. Showtime
4. Island Style
5. Phi Slamma Jamma.
Men's C
1. White Man's Disease
2. Sewer Patrol
3. F-ups
Women
1. Grads in Debt
2. G.L.O.B
Napolean A
1. Island Style
2. Phi Delta Theta
3. Pharm I
Napolean B
1.Backyard
2. Yellow Jackets
3. One More Time

's Writer
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Tiger
Tracks

til Demps makes it look easy

With no rest for the weary, the
Tigers played their third doubleheader within a four day period on
Sunday. Their opponent was St.
Mary s. Sue Cardinale threw a one
hit shutout that led UOP to an 11-0
win. Lisa Benedetti went 4-4 with
two doubles. In the second game, the
team looked for their sixth consecu
tive win. Unfortunately, they lost by
a score of 5-3. The Tigers committed
five errors including three in the first
inning which led to St. Mary's first
three runs. Coach Theresa Lowry
said, "We weren't ready to play that
game. We came out flat. We struck
out eight times,six of them looking."
The UOP softball team's most
• recent game was Tuesday Feb. 26 at
, Oak Park. They began their league
l competition
on Tuesday and
Wednesday against Utah State. On
Saturday March 2, the Tigers will
travel toSan Jose toface theSan Jose
State Spartans. Coach Lowry wants
her team to pick up the intensity.
"We should've won six out of six.
With league play starting, we need to
increase our intensity. Utah State
will be tough and we need to be
ready."

W. Alpine Ave

IT\
l

>

Register with Selective Service
when you turn 18.

Close Campus Location

4227 Pacific Ave. at Brookside
(near Pharmacy school)
Open Daily 11am-10pm

*
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Women's Basketball update
several players having fine seasons.
Charlene Alden, senior from Ponca
City, OK, is leading the team in scoring
with an average of 17.5 ppg overall and
18.6 in conference play. Both of these
statistics place her second in the Big
West in scoring. Shooting 46.5% from
the field she has led the team in scoring
in 13 of 24 games this year. Alden's
high game of 28 points this year was at
Long Beach State.She has been a steady
performer averaging better than 33
minutes a game. Her current scoring
pace will place her very high on theAllTime Single Season Scoring Leaders at
Pacific. Alden is currently third in free
throw percentage and seventh in 3point goal shooting percentage in the
Big West.
SophomoreTine Freil from Kastrup,
Denmark, has been shattering the Ca
reer Assists record since she has been at
Pacific. This year on Jan. 7 atUC Irvine
she broke the career record at Pacific.
Freil's current total assists of 219 (9.1
apg) rank her first in the Big West and
second in the country. Her high game
of 22assists against WichitaState ranks
second in the country. She also leads
the Big West 3-point goal percentage
shooting 52.7% from beyond the 3point line. Freil is rewriting the record
book at Pacific in stealsas well.Her 57
steals this season added to her 97 from
last year third in the All-Tune Top Ten
with at least five games left For her
career, Freil isaveraging2.94spgwhich
is tops in Pacific history. This year's
steals total is eighth in the Big West
Freil is also one of four starters aver
aging double figures with 10 ppg.
Senior Lena Petersson has been
one of the steadiest performers this
season. She is second on the team in
rebounds this year with 131 (6.0 rpg)
and has been leading rebounder in nine
of 22 games this year. Currently,
Petersson has climbed to eighth on the
Career Top Ten list in rebounds with
377. She has started 21 of 22 games
averaging almost 30 minutes a game.
Petersson, from Goteborg, Sweden, is
(Continued from page 9)
one of three members of the team from
a Scandinavian country and also has
If you need to reschedule, do so the team's highest GPA.
through Rich in the Intramural office.
Senior Charmon Logan, from
Postponements can be made up to one Pleasanton, iscurrendy fifth on the Ailday in advance, but time is running Time Career List with 1259 career
short so if there is any way for your points. She will probably finish in the
team tocompete at the scheduled time, fourth place spot at the end of the
please do so.
season. This season, Logan is averag
ing 11.5 ppg. She has started in all
ALL-TERRAIN VOLLEY games this year and plays 34.5 minutes
BALL: This semester the ATV tour a game. Logan has alsoclimbed to the
nament will be a two day affair. Last sixth spot in careerassists with 250and
fall, four teams competed in the first to tenth in career steals with 112.
UOPAll-Terrain Event which was only
Junior Natasha Norris, from Los
on one day. This semester it is hoped Angeles, is the final starter averaging
that more teams will participate and double figures(12.8 ppg). Shehasbeen
two days are necessary for everyone to fighting a nagging ankle injury most of
enjoy the event and compete up to their the season but is now fully recovered.
own expectations. Volleyball is played She has had four double-doubles
on three surfaces: sand, grassand wood. (points-rebounds) this year. With last
There will be at least two matches on week's performances against New
each surface with the finals being played MexicoS tate and San Jose State, Norris
on the surface decided on by the tour was named Big West Co-Player of the
nament director. A $10 entry fee is Week. Her 20 rebounds against SJSU
required upon registering a team. Up to was the highest by a Pacific player
six people can be on the roster. The since 1984. Norris is one of the most
entry deadline is TODAY Feb. 28. No versatile playerson the team. She likes
late entries will be accepted.
to play aggressively inside, yet will
play point guard when Tina Freil isnot
SOCCER: Deadline for entries for on the floor. Norris is the top free throw
outdoor soccer (8 on 8) is Friday March s hooter on theteam shootin g 75% from
1. All games will beplayed on Wednes the line. With an injury free year, she
days in March. Entry fee is $15. The will be one of the top players for the
captains' meeting is on March 4 at 5 Lady Tigers next year.
p.m in WPC.

was Norris' fourth double-double of
the year. She has been averaging 19.9
staff Writer
ppg for her last four games.
Last week's game against New
The Lady Tiger Basketball team
Mexico
State saw the Tigers explode
has been very active in the Spanos
for
101
points in the 101-78 victory.
Center for the whole month of Febru
Senior
Charmon
Logan had 21 of her
ary. They have been busy putting to
season
high
33
points
in the first half.
gether the best season the program has
Five other team members had double
had since the 1980-81 season. During
the month of February, they have moved figures. Norris scored 18 with Alden
from sixth to fourth place in the con adding 14, Petersson and Freil con
ference. With a 15-9 overall and a 10- tributing 11 each, and Soeeberg adding
5 conference record to date, the Lady lO.TheLadyTigersclosedthefirsthalf
Tigers have won more conference with a 144 run and opened the second
games than in any other Pacific half with a 19-2 to secure the game's
women's basketball team history. With result. Coach Melissa DeMarchi, in
three games to go in the regular season, her third year at Pacific, has put together
the Lady Tigers need one more victory the best season of her tenure here.
to surpass last year's total number of Improvements are visible every night.
The team statistics speak for them
wins.
Saturday and Monday marked the selves.The offense is the type of offense
end of a seven game home-stand and that fits well with the team. It is a
the end of the most successful home patient .offense that will run if the op
season in the Spanos Center. The team portunity is there. Earlier in the year,
has won eight home games in arow and the patience was not there. The team
is 11-1 at home this year. Included in has now developed enough to know the
these wins are impressive victories over difference of when to run and when not
Cal State Fullerton, UC Santa Barbara to run. The team has been molded into
and Fresno State. All three of these a much smoother unit. All these things
teams were ahead of Pacific when they can be attributed to DeMarchi and her
came to Stockton. Fullerton iscurrendy staff.
This year's edition of Pacific
in third place, while Fresno and Santa
Barbara occupy fifth and sixth place women's basketball is leading the Big
respectively. The home record is the West in defensive shooting percentage
best in the Big West Conference with forcing teams to shoot only 38.7%. At
the only loss coming at the hands of several times this year, this statistic has
placed UOP in the top 20 of the coun
17th ranked UNLV.
Last Saturday'sgame with SanJose try.The defense gives up only 64 points
State followed the same course that the a game in conference play. Last week,
first meeting between the two teams the team led the conference in free
took. BigWest Co-Player of the Week, throw percentage shooting 72.9% from
Natasha Norris led the Lady Tigers the line.
Individually, the Lady Tigers have
with 18 points and 20 rebounds. This

By Rich Can-

CLUBS
(Continued from page 6)

nese Students
Hawaiian Club
International Japanese Club
International Students Association
Japanese Club
Korean-American Students Asso
ciation
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano de
Aztlan (MECHA)
Vietnamese Students Association
Sometimes you just feel the need to
get away from your books and do
something fun and physical. UOP
recreational clubs are the perfect out
let Try the UOP crew team and row
away your troubles.
"For the time we'reout on the water,
I don't think of anything else," says
Kris Reynolds, a member of the
women's team. "Crew is a total escape
from everything."
UOP crew teams row in competi
tions all year long. Members haul
themselves out of bed early in the
morning to practice out at Buckley
Cove. "Somedmes we get all the way
out there just to find out that it's too
foggy to row," says Reynolds. "In that
case, we usually work out in other
ways, like running around thetop of the
stadium."
According to Reynolds, the chance
toclearyourmindisnottheonlybenefit
of being on the crew team. "Italso gets
you in such good shape," she says.
"Rowing is aerobic and it really gives
your muscles a good workout because
of the resistance that the water pro
vides."
UOP crew has varsity and novice
teams for both men and women, but if
rowing doesn't sound exciting, here
are some other athletic clubs to inves
tigate:
Badminton Club
Pacific Roleplaying Council
UOP Lacrosse Club
UOP Soccer Club
UOP Weightlifting Club
Ski Club
As you can see, there are many
clubs and organizations at UOP to try.
By taking the time to explore the pos
sibilities, you can become involved in
fun and interesting projects while
making new friends. Take advantage
of the many club membership oppor
tunities at UOP. Get Involved!!!

Ultimate Frishee: The annual
tournament will take place on Sunday
March 10 at Brookside Field. The
deadline is Friday March 8 at4 p.m and
an entry fee of $10 is required with the
roster.
Certs/TV ident Volleyball Spikpfecf
^21: This tournament is new to the
UOP campus. It is a 44 co-ed tourna
ment promoted by the people who
promote the Schick's SuperHoops bas
ketball tournament. Entries are now
open and are due on Friday March 14
for the St. Patrick's Day tournament
(Sunday, March 17). There is NO entry
fee but teams must sign-up before the
deadline.

CLASSIFIEDS -I
HELP WANTED
STAFF WANTED: Roughing It Day
Camp in S.F. East Bay hiring for summer
1991! Positions: Counselors, swim &
riding Instructors, fishing, canoeing, row
ing staff, envired, sports, crafts, Trans. Dir.
Exper, refs. Call 415-283-3795
Spend the summerinCatskillMtns. of
New York. Receive a meaningfulsummer
experience working in a residential camp
forpersons with developmentally disabili
ties. Positions areavailableforCounselors,
Program leaders, Cabin Leaders. All stu
dents are encouraged to apply—especially
those who are majoring or considering
allied health fields. Season dates:June 4th
toAugust25th. GoodSalary.Room.Board,
and some travel allowance. Call Susanne,
(209)472-1517.
FOR SALE
IBM 286 Complete System. 16 MHz
with 40 Megabyte hard disk drive only
$755. Super VGA add $385. Call 9566836.
PERSONALS
Hey Choyster, Rob Choy !!!! Your
Name s in Print. Have a great day love
your little-sis.
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Major credit cards acceJ

Personal checks ok with«'

We'll even take cash!

Put an End to
Eyestrain
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40% OFF

INTRAMURALS

Badminton: The spring badminton
tournament will take place on Friday
March 8 at 3 p.m. Entries are now open
and will close Wednesday March 6 at 4
p.m. Each entries must also be ac
companied by a$3entry feeperperson.
Singles and doubles brackets will be
setup.
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Get Organized

ALL UOP
IMPRINTED
BINDERS

40% OFF
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A Noteworthy Sale

8 written two book

ALL UOP
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40% OFF

Everything in its Place

ALL
FILEBOXES

30% OFF
(Special Orders Included)

Books... and a whole lot more!
If It's not on the shelf... ask. We can probably have it in 48 hours or less!

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Lower Level • McCaffrey Cente'
SALE ENDS 3/6/91 • NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY • LIMITED TO STOCK ON HA^
%
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